Introduction: Themes in Ned Block’s Philosophy
of Mind and Consciousness
Adam Pautz and Daniel Stoljar

1 Four Imaginary Cases
It is often thought that one of the key marks of creativity in the philosophy of mind is
the ability to produce effective imaginary or possible cases, cases that illustrate or refute
a philosophical thesis. With that in mind, consider the following cases:
Case 1: Blockhead. “Imagine the set of sensible strings recorded on tape and deployed by
a very simple machine as follows. The interrogator types in sentence A. The machine
searches its list of sensible strings, picking out those that begin with A. It then picks
one of these A-initial strings at random, and types out its second sentence, call it ‘B.’ The
interrogator types in sentence C. The machine searches its list, isolating the strings that
start with A followed by B followed by C. It picks one of these ABC-initial strings and
types out its fourth sentence, and so on. So long as the programmers have done their
job properly, such a machine will have the capacity to emit a sensible sequence of
verbal outputs, whatever the verbal inputs, and hence it is intelligent according to the
neo-Turing Test conception of intelligence. But actually, the machine has the intelligence
of a toaster.”
Case 2: The China-body system. “Suppose we convert the government of China to functionalism, and we convince its officials that it would enormously enhance their international prestige to realize a human mind for an hour. We provide each of the billion
people of China … with a specially designed two-way radio that connects them in the
appropriate way to other persons and to [an] artificial body … [equipped with a] radio
transmitter and receiver connected to the [body’s] input and output neurons. … [Finally]
we arrange to have letters displayed on a series of satellites placed so that they can be
seen from anywhere in China. The system of a billion people communicating with one
another plus satellites plays the role of an external ‘brain’ connected to the artificial
body by radio. … [This artificial body connected to the people and China] could be
functionally equivalent to you for a short time, say an hour. … [But] there is prima facie
doubt about whether it has … what philosophers have called ‘qualitative states.’ (You
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ask: What is it that philosophers have called ‘qualitative states’? I answer, only half in
jest: As Louis Armstrong said when asked what jazz is, ‘If you got to ask, you ain’t never
gonna know.’)”
Case 3: Commander Data. “Let us think of Commander Data as defined as a merely
superficial functional isomorph of us. A superficial isomorph of us is isomorphic to
us in causal relations among [its] states, inputs, and outputs to the extent that those
causal relations are part of commonsense psychology. That is, for every human mental
state, input, and output, there is a corresponding state, input, and output of Commander Data; and for every causal relation among our states, inputs, and outputs, there
is a corresponding causal relation among Commander Data’s mental states, inputs, and
outputs. One consequence is that Commander Data will behave just as we do, as far as
we can tell from the standpoint of commonsense psychology. I said that Commander
Data is a merely superficial isomorph of us. That means that he is not like us in physical realization of the superficial functional states. … We might suppose just to get an
example on the table that the physical basis of Commander Data’s brain is to be found
in etched silicon chips rather than the organic carbon basis of our brains … We have no
conception of a ground of rational belief that Commander Data is or is not conscious.”
Case 4: Inverted Earth. “[On Inverted Earth] everything has the complementary color
of the color on Earth. The sky is yellow, grass is red, fire hydrants are green, and so
forth. … [Here on Earth] a team of mad scientists knock you out. While you are out
cold, they insert color-inverting lenses in your eyes, and change your body pigments so
you don’t have a nasty shock when you wake up and look at your feet. They transport
you to Inverted Earth, where you are substituted for a counterpart who has occupied a
niche on Inverted Earth that corresponds exactly (except for colors of things) with your
niche at home. You wake up, and since the inverting lenses cancel out the inverted
colors, you notice no difference at all. … [However,] after enough time has passed on
Inverted Earth, your embedding in the physical and linguistic environment of Inverted
Earth would dominate, and so your intentional contents would shift so as to be the
same as those of the natives.”
2 Three Empirical Cases
It is often also thought that creativity in the philosophy of cognitive and neural sciences
consists in the ability to connect empirical work with larger philosophical questions, in
a way that does justice to both. With that in mind, consider the following cases:
Case 5: Normal variation in color vision. “Color vision varies from one normal perceiver
to another. There are three kinds of cone in the retina that respond to long, medium
and short-wave light. (Light is electromagnetic radiation in the wavelength zone
of 400–700 nm.) The designations ‘long,’ ‘medium’ and ‘short’ refer to the peak
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sensitivities. … There are a number of [sex-linked] genetic divisions in peak sensitivities in the population that are analogous to differences in blood types (in that they are
genetic polymorphisms, discontinuous genetic differences coding for different types of
normal perceivers).… These differences in peak sensitivities don’t show up in common
activities, but they do reveal themselves in subtle experimental situations. One such
experimental paradigm uses the anomaloscope (devised in the 19th Century by Lord Rayleigh), in which subjects are asked to make two halves of a screen match in color, where
one half is lit by a mixture of red and green light and the other half is lit by yellow or
orange light.… Whereas one subject may see the two sides as the same in color, another
subject may see them as different—e.g., one redder than the other. When red and green
lights are adjusted to match orange, women tend to see the men’s matches as too green
or too red. Further, variation in peak sensitivities of cones is just one kind of color
vision variation. In addition, the shape of the sensitivity curves vary. These differences
are due to differences in macular pigmentation, which vary with ‘both age and degree
of skin pigmentation’ … Hence races that differ in skin pigmentation will differ in macular pigmentation. There is also considerable variation in amount of light absorption
by pre-retinal structures. And this factor also varies with age. I emphasize gender, race
and age to stifle the reaction that one group should be regarded as normal and the
others as defective. (That would be sexism, racism or ageism.) … My point is that the
facts about variation that I have presented give us no reason at all to regard any gender,
race or age as abnormal in color vision. … Assuming that most men and women, blacks
and whites, old and young have veridical color vision, two experiences can have the
same representational content but different phenomenal character.”
Case 6: The Gabor patches. “The subject is shown [a] fixation point, then two ‘Gabor
patches’ … If [one] Gabor patch is slightly lower in actual contrast, attention [to it] can
boost its apparent contrast to the point of apparent equality of contrast between the
two patches. If the two Gabor patches are the same in actual contrast, an attended
patch looks higher in contrast. … If changing the distribution of attention changes the
representational contents (cluster of properties/sensible profiles), the upshot is that at
least one of those representational contents is illusory, [but] that claim is wrong.”
Case 7: GK. “There is a type of brain injury which causes a syndrome known as ‘visuospatial extinction.’ If the patient sees a single object on either side, the patient can
identify it, but if there are objects on both sides, the patient can identify only the one
on the right and claims not to see the one on the left. (With competition from the
right, the subject cannot attend to the left.) However, as Geraint Rees has shown in two
fMRI [functional magnetic resonance imaging] studies of one patient (known as ‘GK’),
when GK claims not to see a face on the left, his fusiform face area (on the right—
which is fed by the left side of space) lights up almost as much as—and in overlapping
areas involving the fusiform face area—when he reports seeing the face. Should we
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conclude that the fusiform face area is not the whole of the core neural basis for the
experience as of a face? Or that activation of the fusiform face area is the core neural
basis for the experience as of a face but that some other aspect of the total neural basis
is missing in GK? However, another possibility is that GK genuinely has face experience
that he doesn’t know about and cannot know about. Wait—is that really a possibility?
Does it even make sense to suppose that a subject could have an experience that he
doesn’t and can’t know about? What would make it his experience?”
3 The Mind behind the Cases
The mind behind these cases—the mind who invented cases 1–4 and the mind who spotted the relevance to philosophy of cases 5–7—belongs to, or perhaps just is, Ned Block.1
That there is one mind here is striking. Philosophy of mind is a field subject to two
quite different masters. On the one hand, the field needs to do justice to the complexity of philosophical concerns about consciousness, sensations, perception, meaning, attention, and knowledge. On the other hand, the field needs to be responsive to
ongoing developments in the sciences of psychology, linguistics, neuroscience, and
computer science. Most philosophers of mind will tell you that they are keen to engage
with both research programs, but the truth is that usually one of them dominates their
thinking. This is not true of Ned Block. Perhaps more than any other philosopher
of mind, Block synthesizes philosophical and scientific methods with creativity and
intensity. While philosophers often concentrate on one or the other, Block is remarkable for moving back and forth across this divide with ease. In fact, the nature of his
work makes the divisions here somewhat artificial.
4 Themes in Block’s Work
What sorts of philosophical themes does Block think these cases and other cases illustrate? More generally, what are the main themes of his work? It is difficult to provide
any pithy summary of a body of work as varied as Block’s. But for readers who are new
to his work, it would not be too far wrong to view his work as contributing to three
major themes.
Theme 1 is intelligence. Inspired by Alan Turing’s landmark paper “Computational
Machinery and Intelligence,” a number of philosophers and scientists have been
attracted to a definition of intelligence in terms of what is sometimes called the Turing test. According to this definition, a subject is intelligent just in case the subject is
disposed to pass the Turing test, where a Turing test for these purposes means a test
wherein a designated judge could not discriminate between the subject and an uncontroversially intelligent subject for a designated duration.
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Ned Block’s Blockhead example presented in “Psychologism and Behaviorism”
(1981) provides a decisive refutation of this definition of intelligence: Blockhead would
pass the test but not be intelligent. (The name “Blockhead” is due to Frank Jackson.
With the title for this volume we have introduced a second meaning for this term into
the philosophical lexicon: Blockhead, n. An enthusiast for the work of Ned Block; compare “deadhead,” “cheesehead,” “gearhead,” and similar terms.) Later, Block (under
the influence of Stephen White) pointed out that the Blockhead example refuted not
simply the Turing test approach but a very large class of theories in philosophy of mind
as well: roughly any theory that is committed to supervenient behaviorism, the thesis
that if two subjects are identical in their dispositions to behave, they are identical psychologically (see Block 1995c, note 1, 383). In fact, quite a few influential approaches
would seem to fall victim to the Blockhead example, including input-output functionalism, Dennett’s Intentional Stance Theory of belief and desire, and Davidson’s Interpretationist Theory of belief and desire.2
If the approach to intelligence inspired by the Turing test fails as a result of Blockhead,
what should take its place? Here Block is sympathetic to a different idea present in
Turing, the computational theory of mind (developed by Block’s onetime colleague at
MIT Jerry Fodor). On this view, for a subject to be intelligent is for the subject to instantiate a particular computational property—though which computational property is a
matter for empirical investigation. The computation theory provides a solution to the
problem of how intelligence and rationality find a place in a physical world. For computational properties are entirely realized in physical properties even if they are not
reducible to such properties. This view also accommodates the multiple realizability of
intelligence. For instance, the China-body robot and Commander Data are intelligent
because (unlike Blockhead) they have the right computational properties, even if they
lack the biology of the human brain.
The concept of intelligence also raises a number of moral concerns, especially in
its use by some scientists to try to argue that some races are genetically inferior to
others in IQ. Block has contributed here as well in his influential paper “How Heritability Misleads about Race” (1995a). The key insight is an application of the distinction
between heritability and genetic determination. IQ may be highly heritable even if it
is not genetically determined, because genes may affect IQ indirectly by affecting traits
(such as skin color) that interact with the environment so as to affect performance on
IQ tests.
Theme 2 is representation. How do our beliefs and desires—or the states in the head
that realize our beliefs and desires—manage to represent certain states of affairs? In his
paper “Advertisement for a Semantics for Psychology” (1987), Block defends a kind of
long-arm functionalism. The representational contents of our internal physical states
are determined by a combination of (1) their relations (usually causal or informational
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relations) to the external situations they represent and (2) their functional role in producing outputs and in interacting with each other. Like his computationalist view of
intelligence, Block’s functionalist theory of representation allows for multiple realizability. Thus, the China-body robot and Commander Data have beliefs and desires and
represent the world because they have the right functional properties, even if they lack
the biology of the human brain.
Another issue that Block has contributed to here is the debate over whether the
representational format of imagery in the brain is pictorial (iconic) or descriptive (discursive). In “Mental Pictures and Cognitive Science” (1983), Block proposed that the
representational format of imagery (and perception) in the brain is iconic, and he
defended this proposal from several prominent objections. Today many (e.g., Carey
2009; Fodor 2007) consider iconicity to be one of the distinguishing features of perceptual representation.
Theme 3 is consciousness. Perhaps the most central theme in Block’s work has been the
nature of consciousness. Many philosophers see consciousness as reducible to other
things: functional organization, representation, or cognitive access. Block has long
opposed these ideas. In a word, he advocates a kind of separatism for phenomenal
consciousness.
First, Block holds that phenomenal consciousness is separable from functional organization. We have seen that Block is a long-arm functionalist about representation and a
computationalist about intelligence. Therefore, he holds that the China-body robot is
intelligent and has beliefs and desires because it has the right computational and functional properties, even if it lacks the biology of the brain. But his view of phenomenal
consciousness is radically different. Here he thinks that we should not accept functionalism. On functionalism, all that matters to phenomenology is function. So a form of
functionalism about phenomenal consciousness would predict that the China-body
robot has all the same experiences as a normal human, as long as it is a functional
isomorph of a human being, despite its “brain” being made up of a billion people communicating with one another. Against this, Block says in “Troubles with Functionalism” (first published 1978; revised 1980) that the China-body robot should be regarded
as not having any phenomenal consciousness at all, even if it is functionally indistinguishable from a human being, because of the extremely odd physical basis of its functional states. In particular, he says that we have the “intuition” that the China-body
robot would not have experiences, and “if there is no reason to disregard this intuition
… we are justified in rejecting Functionalism” (1980, 283). It may represent the world
and have beliefs and desire and intelligence (289), but it should be regarded as not having any experience.3 Likewise, even if Commander Data has beliefs and desires, Block
says that it is at least an open question whether this system has experiences.
In fact, one of Block’s earliest papers, “What Psychological States Are Not” (1972),
cowritten with Jerry Fodor, was also devoted to showing that phenomenal consciousness
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is separable from functional organization (at a certain level of description). In this
paper, Block and Fodor use the traditional inverted spectrum scenario to argue against
functionalism about color experience. They say that it is at least “coherent” that two
individuals, Jack and Jill, should have “inverted color experiences” (172) in response
to external objects and yet be functionally exactly alike—that is, alike in what stimuli
their internal brain states are normally caused by in the external world, in what further
internal states they cause, and in what behavioral outputs they cause. If this is a genuine
possibility, then there is more to phenomenology than function.4 On Block’s account
of this case, Jack and Jill’s experiences have inverted color qualia (“mental paint”). For
Block, color qualia are “properties of experience,” and they cannot be defined in functional terms (2007b, 74).5
Second, Block holds that phenomenal consciousness is separable from representation.
In the 1990s, a radically new approach to phenomenal consciousness came to the fore:
externalist representationism (Harman 1990; Dretske 1995; Tye 1995; Lycan 1996). On
this view, the qualities that we experience (“qualia”) are properties of items in space, just
as they seem to be, rather than properties of our experiences. For instance, color qualities
are just physical properties of surfaces and volumes involving the reflection of light. To
have a color experience of a certain character is to be in an internal state that normally
tracks, and thereby represents, the occurrence of a certain physical property involving
the reflection of light.6 Against this view, in “Inverted Earth” (1990), Block argues that
phenomenal consciousness is separable from externally determined representational
content, which is fixed by causal-informational relations to the environment. This is
the lesson he draws from the Inverted Earth thought experiment—the flip side of the
inverted experiences thought experiment. Suppose you are transported to Inverted Earth
and you are equipped with inverting lenses. Even though the sky is yellow, thanks to
the inverting lenses, you have a bluish experience of it, just as on Earth. After a time,
according to Block, your bluish experience of the sky comes to indicate or represent
yellow light in the external world, whereas on Earth it represented blue light. A simple
(nonteleological) form of externalist representationism would predict that you should at
this point come to have a yellowish experience of the sky, rather than a bluish one, even
if your internal, physical response to the sky has remained exactly the same throughout;
the change in the character of your experience would be due to the change in the normal
external cause of your experience. That is, externalist representationism leads to phenomenal externalism. Against this, Block assumes the traditional position of phenomenal
internalism: since your internal physical response to the sky stays the same, the “bluish
color quale” of your experience must stay the same too, even if its normal cause in the
external world has changed (1990, 68). He writes, “We can assume the supervenience of
qualia on the brain, building brain-identity into the story” (1994, 518).7
The Inverted Earth case is imaginary. However, more recently, in “Sexism, Racism,
Ageism, and the Nature of Consciousness” (1999) and “Attention and Mental Paint”
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(2010), Block has used the empirical cases of normal variation in color vision and the
Gabor patches to argue that phenomenal consciousness is separable from representation. They are new examples of the ancient problem of variation in appearances among
normal observers.
For instance, suppose that, because of innate differences in their wiring, a round
color chip looks pure blue to Jack and greenish blue to Jill. Block argues that, in this
case, the best account of the difference in the character of Jack’s and Jill’s color experiences is that it consists, not in a difference in how they represent the chip to be, but in
a difference in the “phenomenal ways” (or “nondescriptive modes of presentation”) in
which they perceive the chip (Block 2007b, 89). What kinds of entities are these phenomenal ways, and where in the world do they reside? Block says that they are color
qualia (2007b, 85). Recall that, for Block, qualia are “features of experience” (74; our italics). Now, on Block’s biological theory of experiences (discussed below), experiences are
internal states of the brain. Putting all this together, Block’s view is that the two distinct
phenomenal ways the round chip appears to Jack and Jill are, in fact, features of their
own internal brain states. His account of this empirical case is similar to his account of
the imaginary inverted spectrum case discussed above (see also chapters 24 and 28).8
However, while Block opposes the strong representationist thesis that all differences in the character of experience (e.g., differences in color phenomenology) are differences in the representational content of experience, it should be mentioned that
he is open to the thesis that an experience might essentially have a certain representational content in all possible cases. In particular, he is open to the thesis that some
types of visual experiences necessarily have a certain spatial content in all possible cases
(2007a, 538; 1995b, 278; chapters 8 and 24). For instance, he writes, “There is an element of truth in shape primitivism—the view that circlish experiences necessarily present circleness” (chapter 8). He calls his view “weak representationism” (chapter 16).
To illustrate, consider the brain-in-a-vat case (Block 2012). As noted, Block assumes a
kind of phenomenal internalism. So he thinks that a lifelong, accidentally created brain
in a vat (BIV) could have, for instance, the very same experience you have when you look
at a tomato on a table, provided that it has the right brain state (see Block and O’Regan
2012). Now, of course, the BIV’s experience is not round (on Block’s view, it is just a brain
state, which is not round). And there exists no round nonphysical sense-datum, and no
round “visual field region” (Peacocke 2008), within the brain or anywhere in its vicinity. There is just the physical brain. Nevertheless, if the BIV really does have the same
tomato-like experience as you, there is a sense in which it vividly seems to the BIV that
there exists a round thing right there; the BIV has an experience as of a round thing. It is
open to the weak representationist to say that the BIV having a vivid impression that a
round item is present consists in nothing but the BIV’s experience (brain state) representing the presence of a round item, even if no such item is present; as Block says, the BIV
is “tricked” (Block and O’Regan 2012, 105).9 A consequence of this view would be that
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experience involves a primitive form of internally determined phenomenal representation that cannot be defined in functional-externalist terms, since the BIV’s brain state
is not normally caused by the presence of round things and is not apt to cause roundappropriate behavior. On this kind of weak representationism, then, while phenomenal consciousness is separable from representation to some degree (e.g., differences
in color phenomenology are not essentially representational differences), phenomenal
representation may not be completely separable from representation (some experiences may have built-in, internally determined spatial representational content).
Third, Block thinks that phenomenal consciousness is to some degree separable from
cognitive access. In “Consciousness, Accessibility, and the Mesh between Psychology
and Neuroscience” (2007a) and elsewhere, he uses a kind of iconic memory to support
the view that perceptual consciousness is richer (i.e., higher in informational capacity)
than cognitive access. That is, when we observe a complex scene, we are conscious of
more than we can report or think about. In fact, he thinks that neuroscience may eventually support a theory on which the neural machinery that grounds conscious experience is completely separable from the neural machinery that grounds cognitive access.
This would imply the intriguing possibility of totally inaccessible experiences. For
instance, on this view, GK (described in case 7 above) genuinely has face experience
that he does not know about and cannot know about (Block 2007a, 498). Pretheoretically, this might seem impossible; but science often shows our intuitions to be faulty.10
In sum, Block holds that phenomenal consciousness is not reducible to functional
role, representational content, or cognitive access. But then, what does he think consciousness is? What exactly is his positive view? Does he take the next step and accept
the dualist view that phenomenal consciousness is separable from everything physical?
No—Block is a staunch physicalist. In particular, he tentatively favors a biological
theory of phenomenal consciousness. As he puts it in chapter 34, he thinks that there
is “probably” something about our biological makeup—perhaps its “electrochemical
character”—that is essential to having any conscious phenomenology (see also Block
2009). In fact, experiences are identical with or grounded in internal biological states
of the brain. On this view, experiences are separable from superficial functional organization, from externally determined representational content, and from cognitive
access, because they are constituted by internal biological states of the brain, and those
biological states are separable from all those things. For instance, Jack and Jill could
have “inverted internal brain states” and hence have inverted color experiences, even
if those brain states have the function of indicating the same reflectance properties in
the world and result in the same behavior. This is why spectrum inversion is possible
among such functional duplicates, contrary to functionalism and externalist representationism. Or again, a system (like the China-body robot or Commander Data) could
lack the relevant brain states, and hence lack experiences altogether, but be functionally identical to a normal human being.
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What is Block’s argument for thinking that there is something about our internal
biological makeup (perhaps its electrochemical character) that is essential to conscious
phenomenology in general, contrary to functionalism and externalist representationism? In “Comparing the Major Theories of Consciousness,” he cites the following
passage from Daniel Dennett describing a number of empirical findings:
The recent history of neuroscience can be seen as a series of triumphs for the lovers of detail.
Yes, the specific geometry of the connectivity matters; yes, the location of specific neuromodulators and their effects matter; yes, the architecture matters; yes, the fine temporal rhythms of
the spiking patterns matter, and so on. Many of the fond hopes of opportunistic minimalists
have been dashed: they had hoped they could leave out various things, and they have learned
that no, if you leave out x, or y, or z, you can’t explain how the mind works. (Dennett 2001,
234; quoted in Block 2009, 1119)

After quoting this passage from Dennett, Block writes, “Although Dennett resists
the obvious conclusion [Dennett himself rejects the biological theory], it is hard to
avoid the impression that the biology of the brain is what matters to consciousness”
(2009, 1119–1120). This suggests a broadly empirical argument for the biological theory and against rivals like functionalism and externalist representationism; it suggests
an argument that relies on results in science rather than on intuitions about thoughtexperiments (such as the intuition that the China-body cannot have experiences, or
the intuition that total functional duplicates could have inverted color experiences).
In some places, then, Block declares allegiance to the biological theory of consciousness. However, in his discussion of Commander Data in “The Harder Problem of Consciousness” (2002), he suggests a more skeptical view. The biological theory—that there
is something about our biology that is essential to having any conscious experience—
entails that Commander Data has no experiences whatever, because it does not have biological states. So if we really should have more confidence in the biological theory than
in its negation on the ground of the empirical findings, then we should also be able
to have more confidence in the hypothesis that Commander Data has no experiences
than in the hypothesis that Commander Data has some experiences. Yet in fact Block
despairs that “we have no conception of a ground of rational belief that Commander
Data is or is not conscious” (2002, 413).11
Of course, any physicalist view of phenomenal consciousness at all faces notorious
problems. There appears to be an epistemic gap between our conscious experiences
and biological states of the brain, suggesting a form of dualism. Even if we knew all
about the biological states of the brain, we could not see a priori why they are connected with certain experiences and not with others (or any experiences at all). For
instance, just as it is conceivable that a functional duplicate of you (whose internal states
normally indicate the same external reflectance properties and are poised to result in
the same behavioral outputs) should have inverted color experiences or no experiences
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at all (Block and Fodor 1972), it is also conceivable that a total neural duplicate of you
(whose brain undergoes the same neurobiological states) should have inverted color
experiences or no experiences at all (Campbell 1970; Chalmers 1995). If Block thinks
that phenomenal consciousness is separable from functional role on the basis of the
conceivability of inverted color experiences among functional duplicates (Block and
Fodor 1972), then why doesn’t he take the next step and hold that it is separable from
biology and indeed everything physical on the basis of the conceivability of inverted
color experiences among total physical duplicates—which would amount to dualism
(an issue Block himself raises in his paper “Qualia” [1994, 517]). Block tries to put a stop
to this kind of “conceivability argument” when it comes to his own biological view. In
a very influential article, “Conceptual Analysis, Dualism, and the Explanatory Gap,”
Block and his coauthor Robert Stalnaker (1999b) argue that epistemic gaps are ubiquitous in many domains in which there are no corresponding ontological gaps. In that
case, the epistemic gap between biological states of the brain and conscious experience is
not proof of an ontological gap. More generally, the move from “it is conceivable that
phenomenal consciousness be separated from X” to “it is possible that phenomenal
consciousness be separated from X” is questionable. So, in the end, Block holds that
conceivability arguments generally cannot be trusted. This makes Block an “a posteriori physicalist” (in the terminology of Frank Jackson; see chapter 9).12
Many of the chapters in this volume illustrate these three main themes in Block’s
work, as well as other topics that his work addresses. The chapters by Bill Brewer (chapter 1), Marisa Carrasco (chapter 5), William Lycan (chapter 19), and Sebastian Watzl
(chapter 35) are about the ancient issue of variability of appearance in normal subjects,
which Block considers to be a problem for naïve realism and representationism (of a
certain kind). Chapter 25 by Hilary Putnam is also on the contrast between naïve realism and representationism. The chapters by Hakwan Lau and Richard Brown (chapter 11), Joseph Levine (chapter 17), Nicholas Silins and Susanna Siegel (chapter 29), and
Daniel Stoljar (chapter 31) are in different ways on the distinction between phenomenal consciousness and cognitive access. The chapters by Michael Tye (chapter 33), Janet
Levin (chapter 15), and Tyler Burge (chapter 3) touch on the nature of representation
and its connection to consciousness. The chapters by Sydney Shoemaker (chapter 27)
and Frank Jackson (chapter 9) are on physicalism. The chapter by Brian McLaughlin
(chapter 21) is about how we might arrive at a rational view on what the physical basis
of consciousness is. The chapter by Geoffrey Lee (chapter 13) is on what significance
consciousness has in the first place, given a reductive physicalist view. The chapters
by Adam Pautz (chapter 23) and David Chalmers (chapter 7) are on representation of
space.
We are extremely happy to have the opportunity of publishing in Ned’s honor this
volume with contributions from his friends, colleagues, and former students. And we
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are grateful to him for his substantive and wide-ranging replies, which not only help
indicate where he currently stands but also move the debates forward.
Notes
1. For the Blockhead case, see Block (1981, 20). For the China-body, see Block (1978, 279). For
Commander Data, see Block (2002). However, the description above is taken from Block (2007c, 9),
save for the final sentence, which is from Block (2002, 413). For Inverted Earth, see Block (1990,
62–63). As Block (1990, 62) notes, Gilbert Harman invented this case, but seems to have used it to
make a different point. For Normal variation, see Block (1999, 42, 46). For the Gabor patches, see
Block (2010, 34). For GK, see Block (2008, 290–291).
2. For a very helpful discussion of the Blockhead case, as well as a proposal on how the functionalist might accommodate it, see Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (2007, 114–122).
3. In “Troubles with Functionalism,” then, Block seems to have held that the inference from
the physical description of the China-body robot to the conclusion that it would lack conscious
experiences is one that enjoys some defeasible a priori (“intuitive”) support. (For an opposing
view of this case, and support for a “principle of organizational invariance,” see Zuboff 1981
and Chalmers 1995.) By contrast, Block’s current stance on this case is very skeptical: in his
reply (chapter 22) to Brian McLaughlin (chapter 21), he writes, “I reject the claim that we have
a conception of how to find out that homunculi-heads [such as the China-body robot] are not
phenomenally conscious.” See also note 11 below for more on Block’s current stance on this case.
4. The original inverted spectrum argument against functionalism (Block and Fodor 1972) is an
armchair argument, which moves from the conceivability of the inverted spectrum case to its real
possibility. This form of argument continues to have influence: many redeploy it against contemporary “externalist representationism” (Dretske 1995; Tye 1995; Lycan 1996). (This is not
surprising, since externalist representationism is in effect a new form of long-arm functionalism
about experience.) For instance, Shoemaker says that it is “intuitively possible” or “intelligible” or
“imaginable” that two individuals should normally track, and thereby represent, the same reflectance properties in the external world but have inverted color experiences (1994, 294). Likewise,
Levine says that this scenario is “intuitively possible” (1997, 109). For a critical discussion, see
Tye (2000, 109–110).
5. Some (e.g., Campbell 2019) have wondered what Block’s term “color qualia” refers to. The
answer is that Block uses this term to refer to the familiar, distinctive qualities that we are aware
of in color experience. Block says (2007b, 89) that they fall into the familiar similarity relations
(e.g., the blue qualia are intrinsically more similar to purple qualia than to green qualia), and he
would presumably allow that they vary along the familiar dimensions of hue, saturation, and
brightness. So you might wonder, why doesn’t Block just call color qualia “colors”? In that case,
his view can be expressed by saying that it turns out that colors are really features of our experience, not things in the world. Indeed, Block writes that one possible way of putting the lesson of
the conceivability of spectrum inversion is that “redness is more properly attributable to us than
to the world” (see chapter 8; see also Block 2005, 141). Compare how Jackson (1977, 128–129)
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and Boghossian and Velleman (1989, 96) are happy to express their view by saying that colors
turn out to be mental properties. However, Block thinks that the familiar color qualia should
not be called “colors” if they are features of experiences; so he calls them “color qualia”, and he
reserves the term “colors” for objective properties of external objects, which he thinks do not
enter into the account of color phenomenology (Block 1999, 68n17).
6. As Harman (1990) notes, externalist representationism originated with David Armstrong
(see, e.g., 1968, 1981). (David Lewis’s [1980] form of functionalism is another precursor, since it
implies a radically externalist account of the character of our experience according to which it is
grounded in the long-arm functional role of our internal physical states in normal members of
our species.) The argument for externalist representationism often starts from the “transparency
observation” (Harman 1990; Armstrong 1981, 85–86). In chapter 18, Block expresses skepticism
about such introspective observations. Block opposes forms of phenomenal externalism besides
externalist representationism. For instance, he opposes naïve realism (Block 2010). And he
opposes “active externalism” (see especially his very helpful 2012 exchange with Kevin O’Regan).
7. Block’s original Inverted Earth case involves a single subject through time and involves the
insertion of artificial inverting lenses. Levine (2001, 113) points out that a somewhat modified
version of Block’s Inverted Earth argument, one involving two separately evolved populations
with identical brains that track different external reflectance properties, is needed in order to
rule out sophisticated teleological forms of externalist representationism, which hold representational content is fixed by evolutionary history (Dretske 1995; Tye’s chapter 33 of this volume).
However, as Levine also notes, the modified version still depends on Block’s assumption of
phenomenal internalism (so that color phenomenology is determined by internal brain states
rather than by what reflectance properties are tracked in the outside world). Externalist representationism implies that the two populations have inverted color experiences, but the assumption
of phenomenal internalism implies that they have the same color experiences.
8. Block’s view of experience has some similarities to Peacocke’s view, as Peacocke (2008, 20) has
noted. In fact, Block (in chapter 24) co-opts Peacocke’s “primed notation” (pure blue′, greenish
blue′, and so on) to refer to color qualia. However, Block’s view should be distinguished from
Peacocke’s. To illustrate the difference, consider Jack in the case of Jack and Jill. The round color
chip looks pure blue to Jack. On Peacocke’s view, Jack has a private “visual field” containing a
pure blue′ and “literally” round region (2008, 10). Peacocke explicitly says (2008, 16, penultimate
paragraph) that a familiar color quale like pure blue′ is a property of a literally round visual field
region, an item distinct from the experience, and not a property of the experience itself; in this
regard, he agrees with traditional sense-datum theorists like Moore (1953, chap. 2) and Jackson
(1977). (One difference between Peacocke and the sense-datum theorists is merely verbal: as
mentioned in note 5, sense-datum theorists like Moore and Jackson were happy to simply call
the familiar color qualities colors, even if they held that they belong to private mental regions,
whereas Peacocke calls the same qualities colors′. Despite the different terminology, they have the
same salient qualities in mind and agree that they belong to private regions, rather than external
objects.) Block’s view is different. He doesn’t posit “visual field regions.” Therefore, unlike Peacocke, he thinks that color qualia are not features of visual field regions distinct from experiences;
rather, he says that they are “features of experiences” themselves (2007b, 74). Thus, for Block, the
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pure blue′ color quale of which Jack is aware, when he views the round color chip, is a property of
his own experience—that is, on his view, a (biological) property of his brain state token, which,
of course, is not literally round (Block 2010, 24, 56n2). Now if Block agrees with Peacocke (2008,
16, penultimate paragraph) that it at least appears to Jack that pure blue′ fills a literally round
region, his view implies that a quality that does not fill a round region (because it is a quality
of a nonround brain state) somehow appears to Jack to fill a round region. And indeed, Block is
apparently open to applying the metaphor of “projection” to perceptual experience (Block 2003,
173; 2007b, 84; and chapters 8 and 24).
9. As mentioned in the previous note, Block’s theory of experience is somewhat similar to Peacocke’s (2008). Perhaps, then, Block could say that the BIV’s vivid impression of a round item
can be explained by supposing that the BIV has a private, Peacocke-style visual field containing
a red′ and literally round item? The trouble with this idea is that such an item would have to be
a peculiar nonphysical item, since there exists no red′ and literally round physical item in the
situation. (Peacocke himself provides an alternative account of the case: “For [the BIV], it is as if
there is something—a [red′ and round] region of space—even though there is no such thing” [2008, 14;
our italics]. Thus, in the special case of the BIV, Peacocke himself accepts something like representationism in Block’s sense.)
10. Block points out (2011, 567, 574) that his overflow argument most directly supports the
thesis that in some cases it cannot be that all items in a scene are cognitively accessed. This is
compatible with the claim that each item is cognitively accessible. So it does not immediately
imply the further thesis that GK, for instance, could be conscious of a face and yet the face and
his experience of the face be totally cognitively inaccessible to him.
11. In agreement with his view that the empirical evidence supports the biological theory, Block
sometimes seems to hold, regarding the China-body case, that we can be more confident in the
hypothesis that the China-body system has no experiences than in the hypothesis that it has
experiences. This would be an empirical reason for accepting the antifunctionalist no-experience
verdict on the China-body case, rather than the kind of intuitive reason that Block stressed in his
original 1978 essay “Troubles with Functionalism.” Indeed, in chapter 34, he asserts outright that “it
has no phenomenology. … According to me, that is because it lacks the biological mechanisms that
underlie phenomenology” (our italics). (However, as we mentioned in note 3, Block also expresses
a contrasting skeptical stance on the China-body case in chapter 22.) Yet he does not say the same
thing about Commander Data; that is, even though he thinks that the biological theory is probably correct, he does not conclude that Commander Data (a nonbiological machine) probably
lacks experiences because it lacks the biological mechanisms that underlie phenomenology. When it
comes to the Commander Data case, his stance is one of extreme skepticism (Block 2002; see also
chapter 22). Block himself has noted the apparent tension here between his view that the empirical
evidence means that the biological view is probably correct and his skeptical stance on Commander
Data: he writes, “I agree … that consciousness is a matter of the biology of the organism … the issue
that I am raising here [regarding Commander Data] affects my view” (2002, 406).
12. In addition to arguing against functionalism about phenomenal consciousness on the basis
of the conceivability of spectrum inversion (Block and Fodor 1972), Block has more recently
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(2007b) argued that there is also empirical reason to speculate that spectrum inversion actually
happens. As Block says in chapter 28, “I should say though that I think there is more than an intuition that supports the inverted spectrum: its possibility has real empirical support.” In particular,
following Nida-Rümelin (1996), Block speculates that there is spectrum inversion in people with
“pseudonormal” color vision. If this is indeed an actual case of spectrum inversion—see Byrne
and Hilbert (2003, 19) for doubts—then it undermines certain forms of functionalism. (However,
as Nida-Rümelin [1996, 154] herself notes, even if it is a case of spectrum inversion, it may be
quite compatible with sophisticated normality-based versions of functionalism and of externalist
representationism.)
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